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&#9829; What Is Poetry? &#9829;
 
What is poetry?
Is it the way your emotions can run loose
Scrawled across a paper with the fragile ink of a pen?
Or, maybe, its the way your heart can have it's say
Let its light brightly grow
Or take on the pain in a creative way.
Perhaps its anger and frustration
Happiness and serenity
Filling the mind
You write it down,
Afraid to loose such a thought.
Or maybe its just a hobby,
Something learned or a natural gift?
Whatever poetry may be,
However it made it's mark
There is nothing in the world of writing
That could compare to poetry;
An unleash of heartfelt, incredible beauty
That shall always challenge the mind, or touch the heart
 
Jessica Robert
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*~save Our Earth~*
 
Have you ever taken the time
To see what was around you?
Taken the opportunity
To gaze at every little detail of your surroundings?
Or have you closed your eyes stubbornly
Because you prefer to be blind?
In the truth
You don't want to admit that our precious earth
Is falling apart
It's beautiful skirts of grass
Is dying
It's garden of stunning plants
Is running out of air
And us,
Us, the ones who made it this way
Will one day perish into a dark hole
In a way,
We are all selfish murderers
Killing the sol we walk upon
With our trash and disgrace, our ungratefulness
Slowly
Slowly it shall fade
Slowly we shall perish
Save the earth
Save our hearts and souls
Or forever be lost
In a pit of death and regret
Save our home
Save our air
Save our lives
Save
Our
Earth
 
Jessica Robert
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{undescribeable}
 
Heat filling my cheeks,
My heart pounding quickly
Your smile leaving me bewildered
And my soul, driving on forever
 
The sweet scent that lingers from your skin
The hardness of your chest
As you hold me close to your heart
Your laughter, is enough to carry me through the day
And look forward to tomorrow
 
Words filling my mind
And hanging off your tongue,
Your eyes a beautiful ocean
A never-ending world of wonder
Of new reality and uncertainty
 
So, live in the moment
And just take my breath away
Leave me hanging on the edge
Then, when the fall is close
Grab my hand and never let it go
Then, bring me back up again
And hold me tight,
Let the air come back to me
But with a new taste
And let these words suddenly become
Undescribeable.
 
Jessica Robert
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Addiction (Yet To Be Rebroken)
 
What`s more powerful than a child`s disappointment?
It shatters the heart that you have failed them
And that everything they were ever proud of you for
Has died and left them feeling lost
If you can't do something
What's the chances of them breaking an obsession?
Could they do it?
Or would they follow your footsteps and fail as well?
By a child, I meant me
I was so proud of you
When I thought you broke the addiction
And crushed it under your strength
You almost seemed mighty
And an inspiration to any future troubles I may face
But as you broke down
And let desire take control of you
You lost that
You lost any inspiration
The water washed away the footsteps
I was setting myself to follow
And now, you are left to face my sorrow and disappointment in you
How can you tell me
You are so hurt that you've let me down
When you continue to pain me everytime I see it happening
Time and time again?
You say you care about me
But you're killing me slowly, from the inside out
How can you say you want to watch me grow
When you are throwing away life like it doesn't matter?
I was just so proud of you
And now I can honestly say, I am thwarted
If that doesn't push you to beat down the addiction again
Then I don't know what will
But, I still believe in you
And I just know you can do it
If you just tried that much harder, and pushed yourself that much more
I want to be proud again
I want you to be around for more years to come
And I know,
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This addiction can be rebroken
 
Jessica Robert
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After You
 
this is crazy
who are we fooling?
pretending there's nothing
but feeling something
 
i don't even care
about what people think
you're amazing and sweet
you tell me the things that any girl
would be lucky to hear
 
you tell me i'm pretty
when i'm ugly
when lift me up, when i'm feeling low
you make me laugh
when life seems to get too hard
 
you understand and you like the person i really am
rather than the person i try to be
i don't have to pretend, i don't have to lie
because i feel the most real
when you're with me
 
i don't know how this happened
i don't know why or when
what i know is,
i haven't felt this amazing
before you walked into my life &#9829;
 
Jessica Robert
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Alone
 
With a mind full of wonder
And a heart so easily shattered
How can I plant
A seed of hope in my fragile soul?
When all hope fails me,
And faith ridicules my tears
I fall,
I fall into caution
A guard, tough and uneasily cracked
I build it taller, and taller
To keep myself safe
And together.
 
A mind can lie,
Telling you things seem different,
The one you are trying to win over
Seems to be acting different...
But in the truth,
Maybe they are just acting nicer,
or the exact same as always;
but you've forgotten,
The way they've always been
Yet, since the mind has told you differently
You have already hoped a different fate
You hope they think of you as you do of them
You cross your fingers that they want you like you want them
But in the end,
It's just you.
Alone.
Hurt and falling; shielding yourself against life.
 
Or you could be just like me,
Afraid to let anything go
Afraid to tell anyone how you feel
Afraid and nervous.
Wasting life away, letting chances slip
And in my ending,
I am left to face wonder, fear, and regret.
Watching life pass me by, silently
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Alone.
 
Jessica Robert
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Always And Forever
 
Take this here
And hold it tight
Never let it go
As if it costs your own life
This here is my heart
And it is yours
I trust you with it
To guard and cherish it
And to never let it die
Take this here
The heart that belongs to you
And keep it close to your soul
This here is yours only
Never give it away
Keep it until eternity dies
And when the heaven`s come to life
Until the angels sing
And evil is long gone
This here is my heart
And it`s yours
Forever and always
Always and forever
 
Jessica Robert
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As Autumn Ends
 
As autumn ends
The leaves fall from the branches
Leaving them bare with no protection
From the snipping bites of winter winds
As the Snow Angel falls
Leisurely to the ground
She turns the brilliante sky
Dark with her power
Soon, she becomes too prevailing
Everything begins to change too fast
Her wings melt from her
Onto the the earth
Her body ripping apart
Covering the soil with her heart shattering pale beauty
Suddenly, angry winds begin to blow
Her rage striking out like lightening through the haze
She's consumed with evil control
Craving it with a passion, to taste it on her tongue
Her plan is to tenet
As she fills the sky's the pillows
Until they burst with powder
More glorious glory falls from the sky
Drowining us in flurry
Strangling us in a blanket
But gradualy, she sees what she's become
She's nothing more than a demon from the sky
She commands the flurry to halt
And tries to melt her proof away
Preparing the earth for spring
The season of apologie
For what's she's done
All  this
As autumn ends
 
Jessica Robert
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Black Sun
 
The world is changing
Nothing is the same
Your love is gone with the wind
And my life is less meaningful
With you, my heart use to glow like the sun
Illuminating orange and yellow 
But as you spoke those words                                  
My heart darkened                                       
The sun died, turning it black                               
No light, No power                                                
I completely shut down
You are gone, I am nothing
I lost myself in you, your love carried me far
Far away from where I am use to
And now I am lost
The sun is dead
My heart is shattered
You're the reason, that to my eyes
I live with the black sun
 
This poem wouldn't have been possible without: Tyler Boissnneault, for allowing
me 2 use his AMAZING song title: D
THANKS BOISZY! ! ! !
 
Jessica Robert
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Bloodlust Transformation {to Vampire}
 
My heart, no longer pumping me with blood
Is silence, forever with no beats
My skin transforming,
Pale white and ice cold
My face is beautifying
With an extreme beauty of thos only of a monster
Used to pull in its prey
My eyes are piercing with the color of bright wine
The leftover of what I was before
I feel strong
I feel powerful
And in the back of my throat,
I am burning with bloodlust
Oxygen is no longer necessary to fill my lungs
Yet, its a sensation
As I breath deeply in and exhale deeply out
I notice a scent that sends me wild
The smell is tempting
And absolutely mind-blowing
I want it
I forget everything around me, like it never had existed in the beginning
I turn to the smell
A youngling watching my wild eyes
My target locks as I crouch
My teeth bares and my mind is set
I pounce
The last look on my prey was one of fear
And in its pool of blood, that cloaks me in a darkened red
I see the animal I have become
 
Jessica Robert
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Cherish
 
Cherish every moment
In your lifetime
Enjoy every detail of it
From it's greatest beauties to a small, meaningless dime
 
Cherish every diamond
That rolls from your eyes
For it's a lesson learned
And a healer to your painful whys
 
Cherish every smile
That brightens a happy face
And aluminates the heart and soul
Filling you with joy throughout your life's race
 
Never Dwell
On the past wrong
Never allow depression to creep
And steal your heart's beautiful song
 
In the end, cherish every golden opportunity
That knocks at your door
And cease every precious moment
To allow your heart to sink and your soul to soar
 
Jessica Robert
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Dark Ocean Eyes
 
A storm brewed beneath the surface
As the ocean eyes began to glare
Its expression one of murderous
Terrifying enough to freeze the heart
In the dead middle of a longing beat
A shock of lightning trembled the smooth waves
A fire's ember in a deep, unknown fury
No sweet whispers
Breathed from its lips
No gentle mutters
To soothe a child's weep
As the tempest began to strike
The thunder shook the small world
Irises transforming into midnight
But a form of curiosity blazed in the moment
And, suddenly, burst to the surface
The glare faded away
The waves cooled
The ocean eyes were left wide in intrigue
And the earth stunned
In total whiplash
From an anger so powerful
To a curiosity so strong
The world left in question
Sinking deeply into the irises
So mysterious, dark and forbidden
Hiding a secret too large for humanity to handle
Until the day, it will unleash itself upon them
And they shall see
The effects of the
Dark Ocean Eyes
 
Jessica Robert
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Ebeautiful Friendship3
 
Like hands in dried cement
The deepest friendships last forever
Through rain or shine
And change and new beginnings
 
Like a sunset falling behind the horizon
The precious memories shall forever be beautifull
They will always be imprinted in your heart
Strong enough to make you cry or smile
 
By friendships; I mean ours
Ours shall always be remembered
Making itself none throughout the world
Leaving its mark wherever we are
 
Though, I know
At times I wasn't a very good friend
Blowing my trust; and earning it back again
We fought; we cried; like every good friends do
 
But, aside from that
We had the best of times
Laughing, sharing, smiling
And I will miss you after I am gone
 
Seperation is one of the worst things
About getting older
We are forced to change everything
Our school, our routine and leaving the friends we've grown close to
 
Don't ask me if I could forget you
Don't ask me if you could ever be replaced
Because the answer shall always be no
You're my best friend, and that's the way it will always be
 
This is why; as I write
I dry the tears as I cry them
Trying to be able to smile
Through the pain of goodbyes
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Every moment, gently locked away
In the volt of my mind
Preserved for the day; I will see you again
Remember me always; like I will remember you
 
Like dried handprints in cement
The deepest friendship will last forever
And ours is the perfect example
Always remembered; always a beautiful memory that will last forever
 
To my bestiezzz, not the best poem to express how much of a great friends you
all are, but it's just for you girliesss :)   <3
H&K's
Jess <3
 
Jessica Robert
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For What They Really Are.
 
I feel like everyone can see
The lies a weight on my small shoulders
Who was I to think they wouldn't be able to guess?
How could I dare to believe that everything would be fine
With a small little white lie?
Then, when those fibs build up
And they become about everything,
No matter how small or big
The power of control and to be superior builds like a mountain
It's peak getting higher and higher
With every fib
Now, with everyone's eyes on me
I feel insecure
Too visible to the human eye
I can't breath
I can't speak
That little white lie turned into a thousand black piercings
Evil and paining
I needed to feel on top of the world
And now, I am in the cold darkness,
Curled into a tight ball in the corner
Screaming for them to just leave me alone
Regret and shame trailing across every length of my face
They don't leave, they stare me down
A single tear sheds
As I continue to live,
With those eyes staring upon me
Seeing my every secret and every lie
For what they really are.
 
Jessica Robert
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Head Held High
 
Holding out
You find yourself sinking
Life is rough
And nothing is going right
Everyone seems to be against you
Angry and full of chagrin
You feel utterly alone
No one loves you
No one cares
No one understands
You think to yourself
Why me? What have I ever done?
Friends seem to be turning their back
When you need their help
Fighting against you and pushing you back
But truth is
Today is just a dreadful day
Everything you are going through
Is perfectly natural
Everyone has their days
So keep your head held high
And wipe the tears away
You are you
And you will be okay
In the end
Everything will turn around
And you will find yourself
In a place for comfort and happiness
Remember this
Hold your head high
Be strong and everything will be just fine
Hang on
With your head held high
 
Jessica Robert
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Heard
 
I feel the screams inside of me
The shouts that need to be heard
I feel my soul trying to get free
And to be noticed
I can feel myself wanting to be something
Or someone that I am not afraid to be
There are so many things I am dying just to say
But no one will listen
My voice is carried off in the wind
Or hushed by the sea
I want to scream and shout
At the top of my lungs
For someone just willing to listen to me
I try and try but no one will approach
No one will try to understand
Life is hard for teenagers who have the heart to be something
To do something to change the world
The soul of us is deep with devotion
Deep with demands
I want people to see that I can be taken seriously
I want to be heard
 
Jessica Robert
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Her Pain
 
Ripped apart
Pulled away
Dragged into numbness
The end of the world she has always known
She closes another chapter in her life
And is left to face the unknown alone
Most of the people she knew
Are gone away
Living their lives like nothing has ever happened
Like they are still going to see each other in the fall
They fill their heads with lies,
She supposes
And tries to move on too
But she finds it impossible, considering the ice locked around her heart
How could she move on
When all her friends are separating?
How can she plant a smile on her face
When the one she loves is leaving her too?
Tears have been shed until her eyes are left hurting
And cries have been said until she is too hurt to speak
Words have been written until there is no more strength
And in the end all she is left with is herself
All alone in the darkness of the past
When she dreams, she's always sad to wake up
Because she forever wishes to fall back into the dream
Where everything felt real.
 
Jessica Robert
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Here With You
 
Here with you
I feel at ease
Like my heart is full
And my life is complete
When you smile
I can’t look away
Your face brightens in the most beautiful way
Here with you
I forget about life
I forget about reality
We get lost in our own little world
Our little world of love
People keep saying we’re too young
And that what we have isn’t going to last long
But darling with you
I don’t need anything else
No matter what people say
Or how people stare
This is our life; our love
No theirs
This is where I want to stay
Forever and always
Here with you
 
Thanks again to: Boiszy, another great song name use for another poem: D
Thanks Tyler: D: D
 
Jessica Robert
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Imagine
 
Imagine a place
Where everything is calm and clear
Decisions between wrong and right are simple
And you`d never have a second thought
Imagine a place
Where everyone belongs with someone
A soul mate for a soul mate
Everyone is happy
Forget the heartache
Forget the pain
Breathe deeply in love
And never exhale
There would never be a moment of doubt
But this isn`t a fairy tale
This is real life
There is heartache and pain
And not everything is clear
People make mistakes
People make good choices
But in the end
There will always be something wrong
And maybe you`ll forget it
Maybe you won`t
There`s not always a soul mate
Not always someone to love
But it`s always nice
To imagine
Because you`re never too old
To create a block in your mind
And shut out reality
So, take a deep breath
And close your eyes
Imagine a place
Where their are happily ever afters
And dreams that can come true
 
Jessica Robert
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Level
 
You can call me any name
You can judge me as you wish
Until you finally feel that rush of power
You can cut and slash my heart
With anything you want
You can rip apart my self-esteem
And blow away my candle of hope and dreams
You can yell at me until you feel bigger
You can hit me with your words
You can make me cry and break down
And tell me that I am nothing to you
You can throw me down into despair
But you can never make me into your puppet
And create me in you vision
I will never allow you to pin me down
And make me as you wish
Don't even dare to try
Because it will never be
You can do all those things to me
But I will never become your slave of injustice
You can beat me with your chains
Well bring on the pain
I am me
And that's just the way it is
You can whip me with negativity
But I will never be sunken down to your level
 
Jessica Robert
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Light Beyond The Nightmare
 
Fear ran down my spine as I walked through the dark; gloomy forest
It's mystical, acient trees surrounded me; choking me with terror
I found no calm, no security as I paced
The trees waiting for the perfect opportunity to grab me
I couldn't recall my being here
Like I was trapped in a recurring nightmare;
Running in useless circles as my hunter searched for me
My heart pounded in my chest
I searched for an exit; any way I could escape
I started hearing howls hoot in the darkness
And the sound of rattling leaves
I whipped my head to spot the sound
Finding nothing; I continued ahead, my head spinning in horror
I could imagine the eerie music that would play if this were a movie
The intensity before my killing;
Suddenly I froze in place; my eyes unbelieving the sight before me
A light at the end of my path; shining through to me
It drew my attention as if it were calling out to me
Finally, a smile spread across my face and I ran towards it
I unable to hide my glee as I found my way out of the nightmare
I was finally free
 
Jessica Robert
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Love At First Sight
 
There you stand
Across from me,
I stare, unable to look away from your beauty
You are the thing that holds me here now
Strings tying me down
My heart, glowing like the sun
Is still beating with your smile
Your scent keeps me breathing
Oxygen, no longer necessary to fill my lungs
My heart aches to go to you
And I follow it's demands
There is no way I can fight it
You are what keeps me alive, a necessity
I feel so light on my feet
As I walk over to you
I can see nothing any more
It's all behind me now
I have found my other half, I can feel that
Truth is no longer oblivious to my weak eyes
You face, purely beautiful
Stuns me with each spark in your eyes
I feel life running through my veins
An ember illuminating my face
I greet you, and I see it in your eyes
That you too,
Have felt the strong feeling
Of love at first sight.
 
Jessica Robert
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Love Is A Beauty
 
I can see it in your eyes
And in your actions
You care for her
And she does not of you
Yet, as the time passes
And your feelings grow
You continue to wish
As I do so
You wish for her
I wish for you
And she wishes for someone else too
Dreams can be dreamt
Miracles can occur
But they can also be shattered
Into crystals on a dirt path
As the wind blows
And the sea sings
Feelings deepen still yet
But as we separate
Perhaps I may still try to hold on
Or perhaps it will be my time
To let go
Letting go brings tears to my eyes
And a piercing through my heart
Caring is divine
But love is a beauty
 
Jessica Robert
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Mirror, Mirror
 
Mirror, mirror
Looking back at me
Is a face of pure wonder
Her eyes are a dark brown
And full of youth and naivety
Curiosity and independence 
Her curls falling down to her shoulders
Mystery in every strand
 
Mirror, mirror
Reflecting somebody
That I can't even recognize
She pretends and she lies
She runs and she hides
She knows she's greater than that
But she doesn't do anything to change it
 
Mirror, mirror
Show me who I am
Show the inner self
That's beautiful and blooming
The girl that's not afraid to be herself
Show me my purpose
Show me my life, my mistakes and my regrets
So I can fix them throughout my life
 
Mirror, mirror
Amaze me with truth
Who are my real friends,
Sticking by my side
Who are my foes,
betraying me with their lies
Amaze me with my future
To keep away any surprise.
 
Mirror, mirror
One last time,
Tell me why
I seem to feel
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So empty inside
Why I'm filled with these questions
And Why I have no answers
Mirror, mirror
On the walls of my heart
 
Jessica Robert
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Missing You Is Killing Me
 
Tears streaked down my cheek
Soaking my lifeless face
A numb sensation
Pierce through my heart
Until I couldn't feel anymore
Nothingness ran through my veins
But even then,
My mind was still free to wander it's lonely thoughts
I think of you.
And somehow,  as I recreate you in my mind
I feel sorrow sinking deeply into my soul
Farther and farther
Until I could't imagine it could drown me anymore
Yet, still, it depends
Touching a nerve with a whisper of an empty pain
I gasp for air
The sudden break of my lungs, drain the emptyness
From my veins, it no longer protected me
I was forced to face
The Agony
Alone.
As It touches farther through my body
Sliding into my heart
It strikes
Like a cobra, a snap of it's unexisting hands was all it took
For a cry to rip through my lips
A cry of pure suffering
I curl, tightly
As if I did It couldn't hurt me anymore
And I could keep myself together
And as I am balled, I think of you once more
How can something so sweet and beautiful be this painful?
People tell me to forget you and move on
But how can I when you've become a part of myself?
Daring to think of forgetting you
Slashes at my spirits and rips another piece of them apart
I couldn't imagine another torture that would put this to shame
But, I don't stop thinking of you
Thinking of how I last saw you,
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I cried in your arms as we embraced for our farewell
And that's when I felt a part of me, stay behind with you
Gripping at the memory
Refusing to let it go, no matter how badly it stung
I can't.
Let you.
Go.
Trust me when I tell you,
I miss you with everything I have left aching in my body
Desiring to see you, to hear you, to sense you
Slowly, again, numbness fills me
Silencing The Agony, pushing it aside
Until I can no longer hold the barrier up
And the wash of tortured cries begin again
At last, one last tear is shedded
And I fall into a dark slumber of empty dreams
 
Jessica Robert
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Mom {my Mother's Day Poem} 3
 
Mom, always giving and barely receiving
Thank you isn't always a word you hear
You work hard to get us what we need
And hardly taking time to yourself in the process
 
Fighting and yelling tend to happen a lot
Obnoxious behavior or caring less as we get older
You try so hard to keep us good and out of trouble
And we never seem to appreciate your never-ending patience
 
But if we could all just give one thing
To say exactly how we feel
I would give my words; the three small ones that means the most
I love you
 
I will always be grateful for what you have done for me
Reading to me as I was a baby, to making me what I am today
For being so patient when I was intolerant
Buying me some of the things I wanted and the things I needed
 
Thank you Mom,
For the endurance, the opportunities, the love, the benevolence
That will transform me into an adult as time passes
I look forward to these years and the ones to come
For life to go on and make more good and happy memories
 
So here, once again
Are the words that could make a day
Thank you, I love you and....
Happy Mother's Day to the best <3
 
Jessica Robert
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Nightmare
 
She's drowning in a pool
Of her own self hatred and heartbreak
She only finds one way out of it
Dark thoughts cloud the light in her mind
The diamonds no longer  fall from her cheeks
And shatter on the floor
Her eyes close and suddenly she has something sharp in her hands
She takes a deep breath, readily
She pulls it to her throat and slices a line
Blood pools around her in a dark cloak
Her breaths becomes shallow
She can hardly breathe
She can hardly feel her heartbeats
She's dying and she wishes she could take it all back
She's too young to fall with the dead
Her eyes suddenly snap open
Her breaths ragged, she looks around her room
She can hardly believe it was just a nightmare
But she's alive and that's how she plans to stay
The darkness fades into the back of her mind and the light shines
She see's the right path of life,
She promises herself, to follow it to the end
 
Jessica Robert
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Outside Looking In
 
Looking through a windowed glass
Trying to see through its mystical haze
Searching for something I just can`t see
I am on the outside looking in
Making a cup over my eyes
With my hands; to peer in
I still can`t see anything
But laughter, smiles and glowing eyes of happiness
I can`t hear anything but muffled words
I am on the outside looking in
If I just stood out here
In the rainy storm of wonder
Continued to try to peer inside
Would someone walk out
And invite me in?
Or would they all just continue
Their festival of joyous happenings?
I am on the outside looking in
I want to join their little party
I want to be a welcomed guest
But I am on the outside looking in
I don`t want to be, any longer
On the outside looking in
 
Jessica Robert
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Run
 
Running from your fears
Running from your pain
Running from the trouble that keeps you lying awake
Running from the horror
Running from the stillness before a tempest
Where are you going?
You don't have a clue
You need to run
And only run
Never looking behind you
Running away from life
Running away from reality
Away from time and death
It seems to be an answer in your mind
The ONLY answer
Running frees you
Running lets you breathe and be the independent you know you are
But where will you go
When the rain begins to fall again?
Will you cry in the heart of it?
Or will you just run farther away from it all?
Running isn't the way
Running isn't the answer
Running is cowardly, weak and fragile
Face the problems head on
Never hide
Never run
 
Jessica Robert
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Scarlet Moon
 
A tear sheds from the face
Of the pained soul
The heart slowly breaks
A midnight cloak surrounding the light
Sinking, falling
Deep into the closing hole
Numbness filling the body
Beads of red
Fleeing the fresh cut across the wrist
The pointed metal, falling from the hands
To the cold floor, crashing with a faint sound
The noise too loud for the feeble ears
As the empty whispers of agony
Touches the spirit icily
Depression, slowly clouding upon the smile
Making it harder to breathe
The figure, eyes tearless and sore
Will look up into the midnight sky
And see that tonight will be the night
That the darkness shines through
A Scarlet Moon.
 
Jessica Robert
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Secret
 
You sit across the room from me
Yet my eyes still manage to find you
I can keep this feeling a secret
Without a soul knowing the truth
 
My heart flutters when your eyes finally meet mine
I look away, my face hot
But it doesn't last long
Before my eyes greedily search for you
 
Yours are an ice blue
Absolutely hypnotic
Your hair glistens a stricking brown
And your heart, pure gold
 
You're smile can light up a room
It can always make me beam
You're laugh a soft melody
That I memorized as my favorite song
 
But, sadly, soon this will be all over
You and I will go our own separate ways
I will cry, I will miss you, but I could possibly end that dread
If only I could tell you, how I truly feel
Until then
This will be my
Secret
 
Jessica Robert
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Take My Hand
 
Take my hand
And take a chance
Walk into the unknown
Forget everything that might come to mind
Open your soul
And allow everything to pass through
Be open-minded
And see things through newborn eyes
Take my hand
And take the chance
Of a lifetime
Be free
And breathe
Forget reality
Forget imagination
Take my hand
And trust me
Follow my voice into the darkness
This is a new adventure
Grab my hand
And let`s begin
 
Jessica Robert
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The Pathway Of Fired Splendour
 
The warmth of the summer air slowly melts away
Along with it's own perfection
Revealing a dark beauty
That could only come from a demon from beyond
The russet path covered in proof of death
Motionless leaves laid stilly on the sol;
That got colder with each passing trice
And they crushed under fleeting feet
Above the murdered leaves
Was the real pain of it's unreal beauty
The treetops burned with bright flames
Lumimious colors whipped and slashed at the remaining
Like a sunset on the horizon
Winds blew wickedly at my as I stared dumfounded by the splendour
Forcing me to inhale the sweet autumn scent
That lingers of the pine trees
And from the fading fragrance of the flowers
Leisurely, the brightening colors begin to fade
And fire died out
The branches rested bare
And dustings of white powder fell from the sky; sprinkling me
The fall demon and it's vividness was gently pushed aside
Letting the bitter winter take over and rule
Until spring would surely arrive
 
Jessica Robert
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The Star
 
You see, there is a star
A star so beautiful,
A star so talented,
But a star so blind to what she really is
Her heart is larger than life
Just dying to become something more than what she thinks is her limit
Though, there is none
She wants to dance across the midnight cloak
And sing the summer breeze
She wants to illuminate a pathway for lost souls
And to catch every tear that is cried
But she feels trapped in a box
Crowded from every angle
Unable to move and be whats waiting for her
But won't be waiting much longer
The star can achieve anything she puts her mind to
But she takes a step back every time she is close
She pulls away from what is meant to be
And chooses another path when hers is clearly open
Because she is afraid
She's afraid of everything you would think she'd put behind her
Because her mask is so hard to look pass
She fears rejection and hate
They haunt her sleepless days and they pound on her during her nights
She can't escape them
The star is lost
And afraid she cannot be refound
Obviously, this star isn't really a star
But a human being, lost on her way to find who she is
When its obvious who she should be
She should be
Her.
 
Jessica Robert
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Twilight To Midnight
 
It's bright flame illuminates the sky
Unleashing us to face its unreal beauty
Pinks and purples scar the sky
And rips apart the clouds as night arrives
The sweet mountains of the background
Shine against the bright colours
With a stunning black
Bringing their shadow more to our attention
Then ever before
The calm spread of water
Is turning deeply in gray
So dark, yet so beautiful
It hurts to look, but you just can't turn away
Slowly the moon makes its self known to the world
A pale sphere in the flames
The spark and the cold collide
An explosion of colours fill our weak, human eyes
Leisurely yet, the fire fades
Along with its incredible brightness
And its little ashes are the only remains
Filling the above with a dark cloak of navy
Tiny, sparkling gems appear
And glow, as they whisper a hymn in the night,
Left to light up the ashened sky
Until the ball of ember returns
And burns our eyes, again, with its power and glory
When the day will surely return once more
 
Jessica Robert
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Until That Day...
 
No more waste of precious time,
Thinking of some clever rhythms
Sitting at the computer,
Fingers pressed softly against the keys
Waiting for some magic, to slowly fill me
 
Everything is always the same,
The writing scrawled upon the page
Love, heartbreak and decisions
Hate, pain and anger
The sweet serenity of stillness,
And, the dulling numbness of agony.
Nothing changes,
Nothing changes...
 
So, wonder slowly creeps
Why do I still keep hope alive?
Why do I still bother when all the magic is dead?
The answer hides behind the doors of  my soul,
Waiting for that question to be posed
Well, because I dream of that day,
When it'll all come back to me
The spark of pure genius, the flicker of desire
That piece that gives me courage, strength and want
To continue, to live freely through silent words
Carefully written upon a page
 
However, until that day
The words linger just out of my reach
And there is nothing left to say
Until that day,
I am speechless,
Waiting and waiting patiently
For inspiration to hit
As it had, once upon a time.
Until that day,
Until that day...
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Jessica Robert
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Wish
 
Closing my eyes
My breathe held
My fingers cross
And I begin my wish.
 
Time begins to fade me by
The seconds ticking down
I exhale deeply
And my hope flies with the wind
 
Fingers uncross
Eyes opening, slowly
Sweet serenity surronds me
As I pray my wish comes true
 
Can't you see?
The world only holds so much for me
One soul, one life, one love
So why hold out?
I am falling
And I want your arms to catch me.
 
Jessica Robert
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Write
 
I want to write
The un-writeable things
I want to write
How it feels to live
How it feels to achieve
I want to write
How it feels to hold a newborn for the first time
Or holding on to their memories after they're gone
I want to write
The things that are hard to say
The feeling of love and the feeling of heartbreak
I want to write
Pain and hatred
How it feels to be an outsider looking in
I want to write of the things
That might make a difference to a person
I want to touch their hearts, and deeper to their soul
I want to be considered
And write of how it feels to remember and be remembered
If only I could manage to write
And save a life or make a day
Words should have the power to say it all
If only they could be put on ink and paper
But, there are no words
There are no sounds
And there is no possibility
I want to write
But can never find the right things to say
 
Jessica Robert
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